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In hospitals, domain specific challenges for HCI
research emerge: the hospital is a closed environment,
physicians have little time, and the research is
considered too abstract from the physician’s
perspective, as they are unfamiliar with our methods.
Also, physicians often have plenty of experience with
failed IT projects within the hospital, so our research
easily becomes yet another set of empty promises. We
argue that tangibles for caregivers might break down
barriers and open hospital doors, as these artifacts
have the ability to materialize and embody our research
questions. We present the Speaker’s Staff, a work-inprogress where we use tangibles for physicians in a
research-through-design approach, to explore
opportunities for technology to support peripheral
interaction during multidisciplinary team meetings.
While this approach seems to be promising, we do
question whether the fun of creating tangible interfaces
is worth the effort. Maybe, imaginary tangibles can
save efforts?
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Introduction
In today’s society, healthcare is under pressure due to
socioeconomic and political factors. In western
countries, the population is aging and needs more and
longer care. Practices in healthcare, such as
reimbursements, are questioned and hospitals become
businesses that need to be efficient from an economical
perspective. Technology is, as in many domains,
believed to bring solutions to these challenges.
In healthcare, patients receive care from physicians,
nurses, and informal caregivers. From that perspective,
we can think of three different types of technology
within healthcare, based on the targeted end-users
(see fig.1): technology that targets patients (a.),
technology that supports the interaction between
patients and caregivers (b.), or technology that targets
caregivers (c.).

Figure 1: three types of technology in healthcare, based on the
targeted end-users: patients (a.), patients and caregivers
together (b.), or caregivers (c.).

The first type of technology, targeted at patients, can
for example assist patients to interact with their
environment and overcome disabilities. A tangible in
this category is Forget Me Not by Wallbaum et al. [6]:
interactive flowers to enable patients in serious
condition (and their relatives) to remain socially active.
The second type, to support interaction between
patients and caregivers, can be considered as
instruments in healthcare as these tools support e.g.
diagnosis, therapy, …. A tangible example here is the
Skweezee by Moraiti et al. [3], used in physical
therapy. By augmenting everyday objects (e.g. gloves
or stuffed animals) with technology, therapists can use
the created tangible as an instrument to let the patient
train motoric skills. In the light of patient
empowerment, these tools can also increase the selfdependence of patients or even replace physicians, with
a shift towards a. (technology targeted at patients) as a
consequence.
The last type of technology, targeted at caregivers, can
for example support the work behind the scenes. The
patient does not directly interact with the system, but
the technology allows caregivers to organize healthcare
and thus it does affect patients indirectly. An example
of a tangible interface for physicians is the Speaker’s
Staff, a tangible that we developed to support multidisciplinary team meetings in the hospital [5]. The
Speaker’s Staff is further discussed in this paper.
This position paper argues that tangibles for caregivers
might open hospital doors for HCI research, as these
artifacts can overcome domain specific challenges for
HCI research in hospitals by materializing research our
questions.

HCI Research in Hospitals
We described some domain specific challenges of
performing HCI in healthcare [4], discussing
experiences from several research projects in this
domain. We encountered strong barriers for HCI
research, as the hospital is a closed environment. Due
to the fact that physicians have little time and consider
our research too abstract, it is even more difficult to
involve them in research activities. Also, our research is
often seen as ‘yet another IT project’, which will
probably also fail to meet made promises.
The Hospital is a closed environment
In hospitals, patients receive care and are often in a
vulnerable state. Patients should feel at ease here, and
trust their doctors in order to make the treatment
work. So for the protection of both patients and
caregivers, a hospital is a closed environment. Often, it
is very difficult or even impossible to get access to the
right people or activities in the hospital. We can also
not apply every method or experiment with methods as
we would do so in other domains, because we cannot
interfere with medical practices. Therefore, thorough
ethical review of the research is required, which
sometimes feels as too limiting for decent research.
Physicians have little time
Next to the closed environment in which physicians
work, getting access to them is also challenging from a
time management point of view. The little time they
have besides their medical work needs to be spend as
efficient as possible. The slightest feeling of wasting
time is closing the door, and closed doors are difficult
to open again. But even if you manage to get hold of
the physicians, there is always the risk that they need
to leave you because of an emergency case. Then,

you’re back to start and need to find a new moment on
which the physician can make time for you. However, it
does help when you can rely on their enthusiasm about
your work and use the momentum to make further
appointments.
HCI research considered too abstract
Involving end-users from the beginning of our projects
in a human-centered design approach is obvious in our
domain. However, when you approach a physician for a
contextual inquiry, the goals of the research or the
reason why we want to shadow the physician without
exactly knowing where we will end up makes our work
rather abstract. Along the design process, we
conceptualize insights and evaluate early prototypes
(often sketchy paper prototypes). Only at the end of
our process, the hard work pays of in concrete results,
e.g. in digital interactive prototypes (if you even get
there). In short, it takes time and a process for our
work to become less abstract.
Yet another IT project?
To conclude, we felt suspicion or even mockery towards
our work in several HCI research projects in hospitals.
Physicians argue they have witnessed multiple IT
projects making big promises, but failing in the end.
When looking at the available technology and IT
infrastructure in the hospitals, it does resemble a
patchwork of broken entities, forcing physicians to use
creative workarounds to make things work. These
experiences affected the physicians’ attitude towards
technology projects within the hospital. If we are
honest, we cannot blame them for losing faith towards
prophets bringing innovation. To them, we are often
yet another IT project.

The Speaker’s Staff: Materializing Research
We presented the ongoing work on the Speaker’s Staff
(see fig.2) [5]. This tangible interface is used to explore
the opportunities for technology to support
multidisciplinary team meetings in hospitals. Using the
Speaker’s Staff, we are exploring meaningful
interactions between meeting participants (see fig.3).

finishing the genotype as if it was a real product, and
paying attention to its aesthetics, we aim to draw
attention and trigger curiosity when presenting it to the
physicians (which is needed considering the time
constraints).
Also, by spending time on creating and polishing the
tangible, as if it was a real product, we are forced to
reflect on what we are creating. What is it that we are
showing to physicians? With what do we ask physicians’
time? We consider the design process as a moment of
self-reflection before show time. So the Speaker’s Staff
as presented in [5] is an instrument to facilitate HCI
research in the hospital. In a later phase, we can
decide to translate the explored and meaningful
functionalities to, or it can be the starting point for an
actual tangible targeted at physicians to be used in the
hospital. Then our genotype becomes an early
prototype of the novel product.

Can Imaginary Tangibles save efforts?
Figure 2: The Speaker's Staff, a tangible for physicians to
explore the potential for technology to support multidisciplinary
team meetings in the hospital
Figure 3: Potential uses of the
Speaker's Staff that explore
meaningful interactions between
physicians during
multidisciplinary team meetings

We are following a research-through-design approach,
and were inspired by speculative or critical design. We
believe that by expressing our research questions
through a physical artifact, our research itself becomes
more tangible and less abstract for the physicians. The
Speaker’s Staff is meant as a genotype, as Dunne and
Raby described it [2]. The object itself is not meant as
a proposal or early iteration for an actual product, but
is an instrument for the researchers to explore the
design space. By confronting the physicians with the
Speaker’s Staff, we aim to encourage reflection. By

Creating the tangibles as genotypes, paying attention
to the details, and ending with a highly realistic shiny
object is a fun design process. Also for the physicians,
the genotype can be entertaining. But if this is merely
fun, we waste time anyway. So we must stay critical of
what we do. In [1], Blythe questions the point of
prototypes. He suggests using design fiction as
imaginary abstracts about prototypes that do not exist
to reflect on the value of the prototype. Maybe we can
do the same, preceding the creation of the genotypes?
Or maybe we should not create the genotypes after all?
We would like to continue the discussion on this topic
and the added value of having the physical object for
research in health during the workshop.

Conclusion
We consider tangibles for health a promising research
line. Next to the functional and practical opportunities
of tangible interfaces, we believe in the power of
tangibles for health as research instruments. With the
ability of tangibles to materialize and embody research
questions, these artifacts can overcome some
challenges for HCI research in the hospital.
As a method, a research-through-design approach
resulting in tangibles might be considered ‘safe’, it
might be easier to get access to the closed environment
than when you plan to wander around and observe,
without concrete goals upfront. Also, the object can
help convincing physicians to make time, as it looks
exciting. Physicians can envision themselves using the
object, and they might be curious for the next steps.
And to conclude, by showing the actual designed
object, we can prove our research is more than making
empty promises in yet another IT project.
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